
 
Soccer Maine 

Board of Directors Meeting 

Thursday, January 7 

 

Present: Cindy Bailey, Marcia Bell, Rick Doyon, Ray Grogan, Wayne Harvey, Shari Levesque, 

John Morgan, Loren Peters, Rob Rodriguez, Todd Whitcomb. 

 

Loren Peters previews the revisions to the most recent proposed bylaw revisions, Shari Levesque 

reviews the language of the proposed bylaw revisions as they would be presented to clubs for 

their consideration and indicates they’d be shared with clubs for a  

 

John Morgan makes a motion to edit the proposed bylaw revisions, so that clubs will be given at 

least 45 days notice before an AGM regarding potential BoD openings and nominations, instead 

of three months’ notice. Rick Doyon seconds, unanimous vote in support of this motion. 

 

Ray Grogan makes a motion to strike the language “a written constitution and” from one of the 

proposed bylaw revisions. Doyon seconds, unanimous vote in support of this motion. 

 

Grogan motions Article V, Sections 11 & 16, Marcia seconds, and Board unanimously supports 

the motion. 

 

Board adopts Saturday, March 13 as the date for the 2021 Soccer Maine AGM. 

 

Levesque reviews the State of Maine’s Community Sports Guidelines. Club make decisions at the 

club-level for their level of programming, as long as they don’t exceed what is allowed by the 

State of Maine. Clubs don’t need to adhere to color-coded guidelines because they aren’t under 

the jurisdiction of the Maine Department of Education or the Maine Principals Association. 

 

Levesque reviews the apparent movement at USYS toward national-level competitions instead of 

region-based tournaments.  

 

Rob Rodriguez reviews Premier meeting on December 10, expresses concern about the lack of 

college recruiting opportunities at national tournaments instead of regional championships. 

Rodriguez and Levesque indicate southern Maine-based clubs should start looking for turf time 

for the first few weeks of the MSPL. 

 

Andy Halligan reports ODP is almost up to 200 players and has more teams than last year. 

Expansion of some winter programming to Waterville is necessary because of additional field 

requirements due to the number of teams and COVID-19 regulations. 

 

Grogan provides Classic update. He reports a roster was illegally modified without permission 

during the playoffs and recommends a 2-year ban from official capacities within a Soccer Maine 



affiliate for the individual responsible , but says the Classic Committee will make the final 

decision and the Soccer Maine BoD will be notified. 

 

Levesque introduces John Curtis as the association’s new Director of Coaching (DoC). Curtis will 

also be the Director of Coaching for Vermont, and the constructive working relationship 

between Maine and Vermont should ensure the sharing of one DoC works well for both 

associations.  

 

Peters requests another member for the nominating committee to join Rodriguez and Bell. 

Morgan is recruited as the third member. 

 

 

 


